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L A basicautomatedsubstructureanalysiscapabilityfor NASTRANis
presentedwhich eliminatesmostof the logisticaldatahandlingand generation
choresthat are currentlyassociatedwith the method. Rigid formatsare pro-
posedwhichwill accomplishthis usingthreenew modules,all of which can be
addedto Level16 with a relativelysmall effort.
' INTRODUCTION
Prior to Level 15, no realsubstructureanalysiscapabilityexistedin any
' NASA releasedversionof the NASTRANprogram. With the pre-releaseof Levels8 J
and II, usersbeganexpressingthe desirabilityand necessityfor a substructure f_
analysiscapability. Severaluserorganizationsattempted,with limitedsuccess, _.
.. to accomplishsubstructureanalysisby usingthe checkpoint/restartcapability ,_
of NASTRANcoupledwith the directmatrixabstraction(DMAP)approach. Other _.
organizationsutilizeduser-developedutilitymodulesand Rigid FormatDMAPalter
packages,thus Lakingadvantageof the RigidFormatswheneverpossible. ,,
• . The lattermethodwith an expansionof user optionswas adaptedby NASA ,_
,.. for inclusionin Level 15 and is fullydescribedin Section4.3 of the Theoreti- :_'
I_L cal Manual(referencel) and Sectionl.lOof the User'sManual(reference2). _
.i_'_. The casualusermay well be quite frustratedwith thismethodsince its generality _,"
/; " requiresthe user to designa specificapproachfor the problemat hand. This _
_<., involvesexternallygeneratedpartitioningvectorsas well as DMAPalter packets
;_;'_d_ which are often unfamiliarto the engineeruser. In addition,littleassistance ,:;
:_'_,_, Is providedin the formof qualitativeverificationof the hand-generatedcou- :
._:_,._ plingdata or of the resultingcoupledmatrices. The probabilityof undetected _
_;__, user-generatederrorsin this processis thereforeratherhigh Furthermore :;_
_,:,q;" the usermust developcustomizedDMAP packagesfor any p_oblemthatdoes not "




The currently available Level 15 technique was intended as a general but
preliminary capability. The upgrading of this capability with user conveniences
and qualitative data checks has been requested by many. As NASTRAN'ssub-
structure analysis capabilities arc improved, serious users will explore many
different approaches. Several techniques and utility module designs developed
by necessity will be discussed for use with Levels 15 and 16. Along these
: lines, several aids are suggested herein. Sometake advantage of existing
, code and capability while others indicate the need for additional user-developed
' utilitymodulesas well as modificationsto severalexistingmodules The!
techniques discussed are intended for the casual engineer user and are there-
fore usedsomewhatmore rigidlythanmight normallybe expectedwith utility
modules. It is hoped,however,that the conceptsdescribedwill stimulateother
serioususer teamsto developstructurally-orientedand utilitymodulesto ease
the difficultiesencounteredin carryingout an effectivesubstructureanalysis.
! All new and modifiedroutinesand modulesare based on the Level 16
versionof NASTRANcurrentlyundergoingvalidation.Many of the techniques
describedare valid for Level15, however,a_d can be installedin that level
with slightlymore difficultysincemany Level 16 featureswill also have to
be installed. It shouldbe possiblefor a reasonablycompetentexperienced




















o Relatedonly to the omitted(interior)set
OtherSymbols:
- Pre-red'ictionportionof a matrix
I
: [ ] Matrix
{ } Matrixof vectors
^ Relatedto pseudomodel.
, Symbols_#earing in the appendicesare definedin the appropriate
""" appendixas necessary.
OBJECTIVEAND SCOPE
A samplesubstructureanalysismodel is shown in figureI. The grid _i
pointson the top surfaceof thismodel which are to be coupledare identified i -
by letters. Substructureanalysisimplicitlyassumesthat eachsubstructureis
. analyzedseparatelyand subsequentlycombinedwith other previouslyanalyzed '_
." substructuresto form a pseudostructureas shown in figure2. Once the pseudo-
_ structureis solved,the detailedsolutionsfor each of the substructuresmay -_
_ - be obtainedby a set of data recoveryruns. The objectiveof the techniquesand
/.:' new capabilityto be presentedhereinis to defin_a basic substructureanalysis
._._, capabilitywhichwill requirea minimumamounto_ user-generatedata and
_ logistics >
.'•_'/_:°:,;'. With thisobjectivein mind, the scopewill be limitedto providinqa _.)
:._ _ basiccapability;therefore,many desiredfeatureswill be omittedin order to
i_:t)':' focusattentionon the fundamentallyimportantcapabilities. In the discussion
L::_j' thatfollows,the ll,,'tationsthat resultfromthis restrictedscopewill be
•_q identified. It shouldbe kept in mind thatmost, if not all, of these limita-
"_:; tlonscan be removedby additionsto the basic capabilityonce it is implemented.
.,. . 25 )
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The theory,utilizationand programmingaspectsof NASTRAN'ssubstructure
analysiscapabilitiesare discussedin referencesI-3. Necessaryand desirable
featuresof any substructureanalysiscapabilityhave been givenby man), in-
cludingpaperspresentedat the firstUsers'Colloquium(references4 and 5).
For easeof reference,the basic theoryis given in the followingsectionas an
< aid to the interestedreader.
C The difficultyin carryingout a substructureanalysiswith NASTRA_lies
i in the logisticalproceduresratherthanwith any inherentdeficiencywith
NASTRANitself. This logisticproblemis illustratedin fiqures2 and 3 where
the numberof runs and retainabledata files is seen to be large. The data
requirementsfor substructureanalysisin Levels15 and 16 and for the capa-
t bilitydescribedin thispaper,which we shall designateLevel16.X,are(
F tabulatedin tableI.
i '"
• The major disadvantagesto the current(Level15) substructureanalysis
i capabilityof NASTRANare:
i I. The usermust generatepartitioningvectors
+
2 A DMAPalter pack t ppropriateto th problembeing run
i must be created.
These disadvantagescan be overcomerelativelyeasilyif a few modestrestric-
tionsare imposed. This will be illustratedfor the two most commonlyused
rigidformats,StaticAnalysisand NormalModesAnalysiswhich,when upgraded
.., as describedherein,will not requirethe generationof an alterpacketto run.
The restrictionsthatwill be imposedare listedin table2 and are
summarizedhere.
• I. Only one {l) levelof substructureanalysisis supported, i
consistingof a maximumof twenty(20)substructures.
:o 2• The degreesof freedomat coupledboundarypointsmust '_
;_ • agree in number,meaningand dlrectlon•
-. " 3. The internalsequenceof all pointson the boundarybetween '
•:" any two substructuresmust be the same
4. All subcasesmust be definedin all runs•
li, 5. Outputmay be obtainedduringPhase II for any degreesoffreedompresentas identifiedby the pseudostructuremapprintout(seeflg. 4).
.l! _ e
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I. If the grid pointsof the substructuresare numbereduniquely,
the user may requestautomaticcouplingto occur. If excep-
tionsoccur,theymay be handledby means of bulk data.
2. The minimumrequireddataare the DTI data cards definingthe
numberof substructurespresentand other logisticalcontrol
information.
3. If topologicallyequivalentsubstructuresare present,only
one needs to be input;couplingdatacardswill be required
in this casesince t;,egrid pointsare no longerunique.
Level 16.Xovercomesthe most seriousobjectionsby providingan auto-
mated capability. This capabilityis Implementedby the additionof new
modules,rigid formats,and a user-orientedatatable specification.These
facetsare discussedin the sectionswhich followthe theoreticaldiscussion.
As far as the rigidformatis concerned,the new modulesappearas structural
matrixassemblerssimilarto SMA3with the substructuresappearinginternally
as arbitrarilydefinedsuperelements.
THEORY
The basic theoryusedas a basisfor the implementationof substructure
analysisis presentedhere for the convenienceof the reader. Fulltreatment
is givenin Section4.3 of the TheoreticalManual(referencel). The NASTRAN
set notationwill be employed.
For staticanalysis,the free (f) degreesof freedomof the substructure
are allocated to the a-set, which contain_ all boundary degrees of freedom,
(i.e.,degreesof freedomwhich are to be coupledto similardegreesof freedom
at some gridpoint in anothersubstructure),and the o-set,which containsthe i "non-boundarydegreesof freedom. The equilibriumequatiensare writtenas
' Ka Ua Pa
aa ! (I) >t....... 11 ,_.
LKoa i Kod ":
fromwhIch






" [kaa] : [Kaa] + [Go]T[Koa] (3)
; {Pa} : {Pa} + [Go]T{Po} (4)
•, _[Koo]-l[Koa]and [Go] : . (5)
?
Also the displacementsof the interiorpointsare givenby
t
{uO} = {u_}+ [Go]{Ua} (6))
i where {u_} = [Koo]'l{Po} . (7)
i
-'." Equations3, 4, 5 and 7 can be carriedout in Phase I. Equation2 mustbedeferred to Phase II where the missing contributions to [Kaa] from the other
substructuresare available. Equation6 consistsof two parts,one of which
(equation 7) is evaluated in Phase I. The other part depends on the solution
generatedin Phase II. Equation6 is thereforedone in Phase Ill.
In Phase II, the substructureboundarymatrices[K_a]and {P_},which
I are broughtin from User Filesgeneratedby the Phase I runs,are expandedto
1 pseudomodelq-size.
)
"'I;> {P }-" { } (9)
"',_" and added to form
,,,,._ gg] = ] (lO)
, g
" l
_i from whlch a normal solution proceeds.
i" 328
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Afterthe solution{Ug}is obtained,the boundarydisplacementsare simply
extractedby
: {u }4-- (12)
The merge and partitioning operations defined by equations 8, 9 and 12 require
informationidentifyingdegreesof freedomin each substructurewith corre-
•_ spondingdegreesof freedomof the pseudomodel.
For normalmodes analysis,the mass matrixis arbitrarilyreducedvia
the Guyan reduction
I
! [Maa] = [Maa]+ [Moa]T[Go] + [Go]T[Moa]+ [Gn]T[Moo][Go] (13)
i describedin reference6 and carriedintoPhase II in the sameway as [K_a].
! In dynamicsrigidformats,the viscousand structuraldampingmatrices
are similarly treated.
NEW MODULEDESCRIPTIONS
Three new modulesare presentedin thissectionwhich form the basis for
the automationof the basic automaticsubstructureanalysistechnique. These
modulescan be eitheradded to DMAP alter packetscurrentlybeing utilizedor
to new rigidformatsas will be shown in the followingsection.
The threenew modulesare:
SSMA SubstructureMatrixAssembler
SSVE SubstructureVectorExtractor i -
UDBR User FlleDat_ Block Recovery
Descriptionsof thesemodulesare presentedon the followingpagesusing the _




_- ( I. NAME: SSMA (SubstructureMatrixAssembler)
c
_ II. PURPOSE: Generatesmatricesfrom substructuresi
: j_ I. Obtai;_substructurematricesand other data from designated
i User Files.2. A semblesg-sizedstiffness,mass, viscousdamping,structural






l Ill. DMAP CALLINGSEQUENCE:








PSD - Pseudostructuredata table
V' PARAMETERS: i
PIaPT - Integer-lnput,default=l, i
-+l, printpseudostructuremap !=-I, do not printmap
" GENSAME- Integer-lnput,default--I.
_ _, --I couplingdata is taken from GERM4
..°:,_ +l, automaticcouplingbasedon gridpoint identification
'_+,- numberswill be employed (GERM4data is also used if ,
present).
,>
_:i:. LUSET - Integer-output, default-O. Numberof degreesof freedom- , i pseudostructur g-se .
l
33o
,II I L. _ I .... Ill__-_
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VII. REMARKS:
: I. SSMAwill readUser Files INPT,INPI, INP2,---, INP9as specified
by the dataon UFTABLE.
2. Any or all outputsmay be purged.
3. GEBM4may be purgedif GENSAME=+I.




i I. NAM___EE:SSVE (SubstructureVectorExtractor)









Vl. PARAMETERS:None _ -
VII. REMARKS:
I. Companionmoduleto SSMA, requirespseudostructuredata table (PSD)
Output from SSMAas input.
_. SSVEwill write a User Ftle on INFT, INPI, INP2, ---, or 7NP9as _





I. NAME: UDBR (User File Data Block Recovery)
II. PURPOSE: Recovers data blocks from a given User F_- according to
information contained on a directory data block (the first data block
on the file).
Ill. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE.:
LIDBR / DBI,DB2,0B3,DB4,DB_/ C,Y,SUBID / C,Y,UNIT / C,Y,USRTPID2 S
+ IV. INPUT DATA BLOCKS: None
i
! V. OUTPUT DATA BLOCKS:
! DBi - Data Blocks recovered by module.
i '
[ VI. PARAMETERS:
SUBID - Integer-input,defauIt=O. Substructure identification
number.








:::+_+. • 1. The ,Jser File is assumed to have been generated by module SLVE.2. The number and kind of data blocks recovered depends on the
directory data block contents•
. n Illll Ill I¢
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• In order to simultaneously use the new ut_iity modules previously defined
, I!nd to relieve the user of the burdensome chore of preparing DMAPalter packets
' _ewrigid formats have been developed, one for each major analysis capability, i
,tatic Substructure Analysis, Rigid Format 16, is given in Appendices B, C and I
) where the solution subset numbers I, 2 and 3 are indicative of Phase I, II I
III, respectively. If subset 0 (s_e Appendix A) is used, an ordinary Static
imalysis will result. Normal Modes Substructure Analysis, Rigid Format 17, is i
llustrated for Phase II by Appendix E. These new rigid formats are fully i
._ :ompatible with all existing displacement rigid formats, including restart cap- !
ibility, as defined by Rigid Format Series N which is scheduled for Level 16 of
b
. Many of the DMAPinstruction sequences contained in these rigid formats
:an be used by current Level 15 users with appropriate caution.
i
i USERDATAREQUIREMENTS
l_" The Phase II coupling process requires that matrices and data tablesl_lenerated in several Phac.e I runs be recovered from User Files. M_ny possible
I _ata input configurations are possible, depending on the sequence of Phase I
| _runs and reruns which led up to the Phase II analysis. In order to allow the
I _reatest amount of flexibility in the automated process, a table data block
_:ontaininguser file information will be used to control the Phase II assembly
| _rocess. This can ultimately be generated from a Case Control packet. For
| _.he purposes of the current design, however, this table will be assumed to be
| _input via DTI bulk data cards as illustrated in fiqure 8 and described in some
| _ _detailin Appendix F. The UFTABLE data block that results will be required
iinputto module SSMA previously discussed. Future expansion to include control
|_ _of the load assembly process, as well as features not currently envisioned, is ,
, I_asilyaccomplished since the records of table data blocks are open-ended.|
_'j. " "_'• USAGE
_!:_,::.,.:;' The usage of the capability just presented is shown by the _ample data
_E]_,_/ Jdecks in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. It is to be emphasized that, within the
_;":"_:" llimitationspreviously described, the burden on the user is minimal. The
_ : _ IPrimaryrequirement is that the small UFTABLE data block be prepared on DTI
LI:, Icards for input to Phase II, Job control language is still necessary, of
_:, Icourse,and will not be discussed here since the subject is not only machine-




_, The user accomplishes substructure matrix generation (Phase I) as
presently described in the Level 15 User's Manual without the alter packet.
_',_ri The new modules SSMAand SSVE are used to automate the matrix coupling (Phase !:i
i II) and thereby eliminate the chore of generating complicated DMAP alter I',
packets. No longer must the user supply the input, merge, add, and equivalence '
statemen s for the coupling of each matrix of every substructure. Now one
module (SSMA) replaces all of the above-mentioned DMAP statements. The user
supplies only substructure names and identification values via bulk data cards ,:
to inform SSMA how many substructures are being coupled and to r.elatethe sub- ].
. structures to user-supplied coupling a a. The substructure's parameter value
_ is used to indicate the presence of identical substructures. The user may also
include user file labels from Phase I, names of matrices to be read from each
user file, and, when tapes are used, the installation's tape code when re-
questing multiple-reel tapes. All tape changes and mount requests are handled
*!_ similarly to the current NASTRAN user tape modules with the exception that the_' user is uninvolved once the installation'sjob control language requirementsi are met. NASTRAN with one module (SSMA) now requests user tapes, verifies the• correct mounting and builds all the coupled matrices, taking full advantage' * of any identical substructures that exist. Module SSVE is similal_y used to
request an output tape and uncouple the substructure solution vectors.
i As a final indication of the usefulness of the techniques developed, the :_
sample problem used in reference 2 is presented in Appendix G. It is seen that
truly little effort is required on the part of the user to prepare data for a [






Once the basic capability becomes implemented, an environment will exist
with respect to which improvements can be made. Several of these potentially
useful improvements are described in the paragraphs which follow.
One early addition should be to provide data checking capability for
_ points being coupled between substructures. These checks will require that
". additional geometric information about boundary grid points be carried forward
-.*" from Phase I. This information can then be automatically recovered in Phase
:L*'_ II via SSMA and either used inside that module or passed out of the module in
the form of data blocks to be used by other new modules.
Another improvement which can be added relatively easily to the basic
i_i .i. capability is the ability to introduce and symbolically manipulate and generate
geometrically related loading conditions in Phase II. This also requires the
availability of additional geometric information in Phase II. At this point,
"_ l_c_--___L- "_"..... ....... --,_ -- Ilk, .... _ "---
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!it will be possible to introduce direct matrix input as a representation of _
_' loading conditions. This capability will complement the existing capability
_ or users who s_y desire to input loading matrices generated by programs
external to NASTRAN.
The ability to relate degrees of freedom of the pseudostructure to
externally designated degree of freedom descriptions in Phase II requires only
that the correspondencebe known. Since this information is contained in the
ASET data blocks input from the Phase I runs, it is easy to conceive of a
translator module which will accept data referencing external degrees of
freedom (e.g., SPC, _MIT, F_RCE cards) and generate equivalent data blocks con-
taining internal pseudostructure degree of freedom descriptions. With this
capability, analyses of pseudostructuremodels can be carried out as if they
were simple structures.
t
Non-conforming boundaries can be handled with an extra transformation
step. If [Q] is chosen so that the transformed displacement vector
{u}* = [Q]T{u} (14) "l
i I has the desired sequence but the same values, then
!I._. [Q]-I : [Q]T (15)
and the conformable matrices and vectors are easily computed _s
IN]* = [Q]T[K][Q] (16)
and
{p}, : [Q]T{p} . (17)
After solution, the reverse transformation is merely
{u}= [Q]{u}* (18)
Since [Q] has an extremely low density, NASTRAN's sparce matrix multiply .._.
routines will carry out the indicated computations most efficiently. The _'
essential task is the generation of the [Q] data. With suitable arbitrary _!_
conventions, this can be accomplished within the module SSMA and included in ..
the PSD data block for transfer to other modules such as SSVE where the re- :_
verse transformationcan be made.
Multi-level substructure analysis, while not covered explicitly by the ° ,
, scope of this effort, can be obtained with a small modification to the existing
capability herein defined. In this case, the ASET data block output from
_: Phase II will contain both the pseudostructuredegrees of freedom and the
m uuum- ._- - .....
I
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equivalent Phase I external degree of freedom desi]nations. Since several
Phase I external degree of freedom designations may exist for each Phase II
degree of freedom, the data block becomes somewhatmore complex but no essential
new difficulty is encountered. Once the correspondence recognition feature is
accomplished, multi-level substructure analysis capability essentially becomes
open-ended with no real limit to the possible number of levels. Since the
degree of freedom correspondence is automatically carried forward at each level,
it will be possible to return directly to the original substructures in any data
recovery phase. In addition, the substructure formed at any level can be
analyzed by itself. Figure 9 illustrates this process.
A user convenience improvement would be to replace the DTI form of the
input of the table UFTABLEdescribed earlier with a Case Control Deck packet
similar to the structure plotter request packet. This will require new code in
the Input File Processor (IFP) portion of the preface which will read the data
cards, analy, e them for correctness and form the UFTABLEdata block. When
implemented, the present requirement for a _ummyUFTABLEinput for subset 0
will be eliminated. The language specifications can be made as user-oriented
as desired since IFP will interpret the statements and form the UFTABLEdata
block. At such time as the data block UFTABLEis added to the FIAT as a
recognized output from the preface, an EQUIVDMAPinstruction will be needed
in the Hgid formats if DTI input is also to be available.
I._' Anotherenhancementwill be to allow the couplingof individualdegrees
of freedomat a gridpoint ratherthanall unconstrainedegreesof freedomas
will be done in Level 16. This task is not dependenton anythingpresentedin
this paper but can be done at any time since it merely involves the definition
of a new data card similar to the present SAMEcard (see figure I0) and the
addition of minor processing logic in the Level 16 module PVEC.
Severalother improvementswhichwill eitherremoverestrictionsor ex-
tend the capabilitycan be envisioned. The importantpoint is that any or all





_' " ' 4
• An approachhas been presentedby which basicautomaticsubstructure
,'_• analysiscan be added to NASTRAN. It is suggestedthat this techniquecan be
;"_';; implementedin Level 16 with a relativelysmall level of effort. While the
_i_'. resultingcapabilitywill not completelysatisfyall potentialusers,it is
.... feltthat most substructureanalyseswill be encompassed. Furthermore,reason-
, able extensionsof the techniquespresentedcan be made whichwill resultin
_i any degreeof furthersophistication,convenienceand automationthatcan be
supportedby resourcesthat are made availablefor thispurpose.
ii 336 H .... J _, _JL___-_iJ-:_.;- - -
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_._ APPENDIX A
i:_, RIGID FORMAT DMAP LISTING FOR S_L ]6, (0)
i_ STATIC SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS (ALL PHASES)
i Subset 0 of Rigid Format 16 contains all DMAP instructions for Static
Substructure Analysis. If run without subsets l, 2, or 3, a complete static
analysis will result which is equivalent to Rigid Format I. Selection of one
!! of the subsets l, 2 or 3, however, reduces Rigid Format 16 to a DMAPsequencewhich wil! automatically solv Phase I, II or Ill f Static Substructure
_, Analysis. These subsets are displayed in Appendices B, C and D. The DMAP
compilation listing of S_L 16,0 constitutes the remainder of this Appendix,
including an explanatory description of the DMAPsimilar to that found in










RIG|D FORMAT UMAP LISTING
SEkIES N _'** HA$1t, -T_TIC SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSA_ _4,
D
RIGIL) FL)R;AAT I6 - SU_SET ZERQ
N A S T R A N S 0 U P C E P R C G R A M L. u /'; P I L A T I 0 N
UMAP-DMAP INSThuCTION 1'
'°" i;
4,8 SAVE NOF,G_X, NONGG $ i
_t9 CH_,PNT _.ELMtKOI CT tMELMt MDICT $ i'
t 50 COND JMP_GG tNI]KGGx $
i
51 _ 6PECT,K_ICTtK[LHIKGGXtGPST $
i 52 CH_PNT KbGX, GPST $
t 53 LA_EL dMP_.,G $
(.
54 CONO JMPMGG wNOMGG $
55 Q GPECT,MDICT,'4ELMIMGGtlC,Nt-I/_.tYtNTM,*SS,'I.O $
56 GHKPNI MGG $
i 57 LABEL JMPM,.,G $
"_ 5B COND LeL1, GRDPNT $
_0 _ I_(JP_T_CSTM__QFXINeMGG/CGPWG/VtYtL, kOPNIIGtYt_IMASS $
61 D_P OGPWC, tttt _I/V_Nt CCRDNO $
62 LABEL LBL1 $
6) EQUIV I_UGA _ KGG/NOGENL $
• 6_' GH_PNT _G
b5 COND L_LI 1At NOGENL $
b6 _.._ GEI_,GGX/KGG/VBN_LUSET/VtNtNO_NL/V_,NtN_SIMP $
6B LABEL L_LI IA $
_', b9 JUMP PH2B._2 $
•S>*_:.;"-1 70 ADO KGG_KGGPSIKGGT $
71 E_)UI V _,Gul t KGGI_W_SEZ $













Descriptionof DMAP Operations for Basic Static S.bstructureAnalysis
i 6. SSMA analyzesand/or gener-_tescouplingdata and forms coupl_.dsubstructurematrices
lO. GPI generatescoordi_,atesystem transformationmatrices, tablesof grid point locdtiOr,s,
i and tables for relatir_ginternaland external grid point ;:umbers.
13. GP2 generatesElement ConnectionTable with internal indices.
17. Go to DMAP r(o.27 if no plot package is present.
T
i 18. PLTSIrTtransformsuser input into a form used to drive structure plotter.
t
;. 20. PRTMSG prints error ,,_.es_agesassociatedwith structureplot_.r.
23. Go to DMAP No. 27 if no undeformedstr,cture plot request.
24. PL_T generatesall requestedundeformedstructureplots.
I
| 26. PRTMSG prints plotterdata and engineeringdata for each ur,deformed plot generated.
i J 29. GP3 generatesStatic Loads Table and Grid Point Tem,_eraturoTable.
I !" 34. TAI generateselement tablesfor use in matrix assenl}lyan_istres_ recovery.
,, 37. Go to DMAP No. Ig2 )ridprint error message if no elen..,,tshave been defineJ.
40. _PTPR1property optimization module for Level 16.
45. GO to DMAPNo. 62 if there are no structural elements.
47. [1_ generates structural element n.Jtrtx ta_,es and dictionaries for later assembly.
S0, Go to DI4APNo. $3 if no stiffness matrix is to be _ssembled.
51. [MA assembles s_lffness matrix [K_g] and Grid Point Singularity Table.
54. Go to OMAPNo. $7 if no mass matrix ts to be as;embled.
55. [MA asst,,bles mass matrix [Mgo]. '
58. GO to _P No. 62 if no weight _no balance request.
5g. Go to _ No. 188 and nrint error message if nc mass matrix exists.
60. GPW(;generates weight and balance inform6tion.
, 61. @FP formts weight and balance informationand pl_ces it on the system output file fo,
printing.
'" 63. Equivalence [K_g] to [K_j] if no general elements.
65. GO to IIl_;_l_No. #;8if no generale1_nts.
66. SK_3 adds general e(w.., .,ts to [K;g] to obtain stiffness matrix [Kgg].








71. Equivalence[_gg't°tal'jto [Kgg] if coupling phase. _
15. Go to next D_P instructionif cold start or modified restart. LBLII will be alteredby ithe Executive System to the proper location inside the loop for un_dlflea resLart; _ithi_
the loop. {_
, 76. Beginningof Loop for additionalconstraintsets.
77. GP4 generates flags defining meters of various displace_nt sets (USET), fn_s multipoint
constraintequations[Rg](ug}= 0 and for_ enforceodisplacementvector {Ys}.Z
' 79. Go to D_P No. 190 and print error messageif no independontdegreesof freedomare defined.
- 83. Go to D_P No. 8B if generalel_mentspresent.
_. GPSP determinesif possiblegrid point singularitiesremain.
i _. Go to D_P No. 88 if no Grid Point SingularityTable.
87. _FP formts the table of possiblegrid point singularitiesand places it on the system output
file for printing.
89.' Equivalence[Kgg] to [Knn] if no multipointconstraints.
t_,. I
I gl. Go to D_P No. 96 if MCEI and MCE2 have alreadybeen executed for current set of multipoint 1
I constraints, i
92. MCEI partitiensmultipointconstraintequations[R,] = [Rm _Rn] and solves for multipoint ]




[Knn] - [Knn] + [G_][_n]+ [K_n][Gm]+ [G_][Kmm][Gm] __.
; g7. Equivalence[Knn] to [Kff] if no single-pointconstraints.
2_ 99 Go to D_P No. 102 if no single-polntconstraint:.
100. S_E1 partitionsout single-pointconstraints ,::
2
[Knn].... I- ' "
•











[Kff] = ' Koo]
solves for transformation matrix [Go] : -[Koo]-l[Koa ]
T
performs [Kaa]and matrix reduction : [Kaa ] + [K'oa][Go] i
109. Equivalence [Kaa ] to [K_] if no free-body supports.
112. Go to DMAPNo. ]22 if i_,itial substructure data reduction (Phase I).
i I13. Go to DMAP No, 116 if no free-bodysupports.
i 114. RBMGI partitionsout-freebody
supports
I'llrKaa] = _ .....I
IKr Krr]
llg. Go to DMAP No. 122 if no free-bodysupports.
120. RBMG3 forms rigid body transformationmatrix
[I)]= -[K_]"l[K_r] ,
calculatesriaid body check matrix





• 123. SSG1generates static load vectors {Pg) .
i
"', 125. Add {Pg} and {p_S} to form {ptgOtal} .
,,_ _ 126. Equivalence {p_Otal} to {Pg} if coupling phase.








_ {pg} = Pn , {Pn} = {Pn} + [G ](Pm} ,
,i
; {pn} - --p ' {Pf] : {Pf}- [Kfs]{Ys} ,
_. ,_,_ {Pf} - , {Pa} - {Pa}+ [GT]{Po} ,
APPENDIXA
(uTo}{_Po}
£0 = {P u
F
139. GO to DMAP No. 142 if residual vectorsare not to be printed.
! 140. MATGPR prints the residual vector for independentcoordinates(RULV).
141. MATGPR prints the residual vector for omittedcoordinates(RU(_V).
145. Go to DMAP No. 149 if no omits.
146. FB5 solve for displacementsof the omitted coordinates
| (u°x} : [Koo]-l{Po}
!47. Equivalence{Uo°x} to {uo°} if initialsubstructuredata reduction(Phase I).
150. _UTPUTIwrite a user file on INPT containinganalysis set information,[KILjL] and {PjL}
152. UDBR recover{u_} from coupling phase user file for substructureSUBID(Phase Ill)
153. Equivalence{u_} to {u_L}for substructuredata recovery.
156. 5DRI recovers dependentdisplacements
" {ua} , {uo} " [Go]{Ua}+ {u} ,
= {uf} = {un} ,
rUmS LGmltUnX , , _.,:
:: " and recovers single-point forces of contratnt
,:.- {qs} - -{PsI + [KTfs]{Uf}+ [Kss]{Ys} •
158. Go to DMAP No. 163 tf all constraintsets have been processed.
_ | 159. Go to DMAPNo. #5 If dddltlonal sets of constraint ee_ to be processed.







_._ 162. Go to DMAP No. 194 and print error message if multipleboundary conditionsare attemptedwith
_._ improper subset.
_ 166. SSVE partitions{Ug) into substructuresolution vectorsand forms user file,
_m_, 168. SDR2 calculateselement forces and stresses (_ESI _ESI) and prepares load vectors dis-
placementvectorsand single-pointforces of constraintfor output (_PGI, _UGVI, PUGVI,
_, _QGI).
_" 170. _PTPR2 prepertyoptimizationmodule for Level 16.
_' I/2. Go to DMAP No, 182 if no propertyoptimizationprint control.
i, "175. _FP formatstables prepared by SDR2 and places them on the system output file for printing.177. Go to DMAP No. 181 if no deformedstructureplots are requested. $178. PL_T generates all requesteddefomed structureplots,180. PRTMSG prints plotterdata and engineeringdata for each deformed plot generated.
183. Go to D_P No. 197 if propertyoptimizationlooping is finished.
?
184. Go to DMAP No. 44 if property optimizationloopingis not finished.
IBS. Go to DMAP No. 197 and make normal exit.
187. STATICANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGENB. 1 - ATTEMPTT_ EXECUTEM_RE THAN lO0 L_BPS.
IB9, STATICANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGEN_. 2 - MASS MATRIX REQUIRED F_R WEIGHT AND BALANCE CALCULA-
TIONS.
Ig1. STATIC ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGEN_. 3 - N_ INDEPENDENTDEGREES_F FREEDOMHAVE BEEN DEFIfIED.
193. STATIC ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE N_. 4 - N_ ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN DEFINED.









RIGID FORMATDMAPLISTING FOR S_L 16, (1,7,8,9)
STATIC SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS PHASE I
Subset 1 of Rigid Format 16 reduces the rigid format to a DMAP sequence
which solves Phase I of static substructure analysis. No new modules of
interest are included. BUTPUTI, DMAP No. 150, is used to transfer the reduced
boundary matrices onto User Files from which they are recovered in Phase II.
The compilation listing of this DMAP sequence constltutes the remainder of
this Appendix. Subsets 7, 8 and 9 remove non-essential capabilities for the




,,_ 8 Grid Point Weight Generator
9 Property optimization
f










: APPENDIX B _
!
i
RIGID FORMAT U,'IAPLISTING i'
SERIES N **, EASIC ST'_TIr, SUBSTRUCTURE AkALY$_$ *=,
k|(aIO rOAr4AT Ib - SUBSET _,cC},.o SEVE:q EIGHTs NINE
!
' N A S T R A N S O U R C E P R O G R A M &, U M F I L A T I U N t!
! L)MAP-L)MAP INSTJ;,UCTlON |_
Nil.
50 COND JMP_GGt NOKGGX $ I
(aPECT tKDI CT tKELMIKGG It GPS T $51
_ _2 CH_PNT KGGAoCPST $
ii $3 LA_EL JMPK_G $
: i_, 5# CONO JMPMGGt NOMGS $i 55 _ GP"CToMDICTtMELMIMGGolCtNt-IIupYpnIMAS$=I,0 $
' 5b CHI_PN T MGG $
57 LA_EL JMPMGG $
62 LAUEL Ld,LI $
63 I_(_UIV KGGX, KGG/NOGENL $ i
66 CHKPNT R_G S Ii
bb _ GEItKGGXIKGGIVtNtLUSET/VoNoNO_,bNL/VoI_oNUSIMp $
6"/ CHKPNT R_G $
68 LABEL Lt_LI" & $
7_ P A,_AM //GoNt MPY/V_NtNSKIPtC _NoO/C tN_O $
I 7T _ (-AS_;GCtC'EOM6oEQc-XINoSILtGPDTIRGoY$oU;)i'ToA$_T/V_NoLUSeT/ VtNt
MPCF 1IV!No _PCF2/V_. No SINGLE/Vo_tmU_I Tl V _N_ _cwbTl v o!'_t i,_$_,| P/V o No
. RI:PEAT/VtN oNOSET/VoNo NOLIVt Noh_/(_ _¥ _ Sub IU $
':., 7d SAVE MPCPItMPCF2oSINGLE_OMITtREACToNS_.IPtkl;P_,,T_NC_ET_NUL_NOA $
", 79 C0ND ERRU_3 _ NOL $ i;
i_". ' .._ 80 PA_AM IIGoNo_NDIVoNtNOSR/VoktS|_WGLEIVtNtk_.w_,"[ _ ,_
.,._- -,., 81. PURGE tkKRoKLRtORoDM/RE^C, TIGMIMPCFI/_Uo_UUoLbUoPUoUUUV_KUUV/OMII/P$o
KFS _KSSISI NGLF/QG/NOSR $ "
"_'_::-" " 82 CHKPNI RRRtKLRoQ_tDMIGM_GOoKGC_LOO_pu_uUfjV_RUUV_p_I_F>_K$$_C_USET_FG_
'_ Y$oASET $ "
_ 83 CONO LriL4tGENEL $





vAPPENDIXBRXGIO FORHAT UMAP LISTING$_RI_$ N _ _A_C STATIC SUBSTRUCTURE At_ALY_|_ _v_
RI@ID FOkMAT l_ - SUBSET O_E, SEVENt EIGHTt NANL
NA $ T k AN S OU R C E P ROGR AM _ UMP | L A 1 1U N
DMAP-OMAP INSTEUCTION
NU,
185 JUMP F|.41$ $
l_B LABEL E_ROR2 $
189 PRTPARM IIGoNo_21CwNoSTATICS $
190 LABEL ERROR3 $
L91 PRTPARM I/CtNt-_/CoNtSTATICS S
192 LABEL ERROR_ $
19) PRTPA_M /IGwNt-6iCtNtSTATIC$ $
196 LABEL F|N|> $
197 ENO












RIGID FORMATDMAPLISTINGFOR S_L 16, (2,6,7,8,9) )
STATICSUBSTRUCTUREANALYSISPHASE II
s
: Subset2 of RigidFormat16 reducesthe rigidformatto a DMAPsequence
_ which solvesPhase II of staticsubstructureanalysis. The new modulesof
interestare SSMA, the SubstructureMatrixAssembler,DMAP _¢o.6, and SSVE,
, the SubstructureVectorExtractor,DMAP No. 166. The compilationlistingof
thisDMAPsequenceconstitutesthe remainderof thisAppendix. Subsets6, 7,
8 _nd 9 removenm_-essentialcapabilitiesfor the purposesof this presentao
: tion. These capabilities,whi.h may be utilizedif desired,are:
Subset Cqpabilit_
i 6 Checkpoint7 Struct.rpPlotter
_ 8 Grid PointWeightGenerator9 P opertyopti,nizatlG





R|G|J FURMAT UMAP LISTING
SERIES N e_ cASIC ST&TIC SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSAS o_e
Ri_|d FU_M_T lo - SU_SET TWOt SIXe SEVENt Lj_ttTt ,_Art_
NA S T _ AN S OU R C E P k [ G R AN L UM P I L A I | O N
DMAP-uMAP |NSTF_UCT i 0N
NO.
I Bt-b]N NU.[6 BASIC STJTIC SUa$IkUCTUnL whALW:)|S - _K|c$ N $
2 FILE LLLm IAPE S
3 FILE _G-_P_ENO/PGG-APPENU/UIoV-APP E_u/_,M8 S,_VE/_NN-_ AVE $
S PAkAM JIG pNt AOOIVt NtPW_SE21C oht O/CwNt-I
_ebM_tUFTAULE/KGGPSt owtPC.PStP_laAIA/L-t Ipi,'_TUVI/CIYI_,ENSAM_:/ VtNt
LuSE I $
7 SAVE LUSEI t,
].0 Q GEOMI_GcOM291GPLtEUEXII_tbPDTtCbT/%cb_FL)lt ' .* /V_N_LUSET/ V_N_
NUGPUT $
11 SAVE LUSkl $
_2 C.HKPNI GPL t EOEXIhltGPDTt CSTMt BGPOT t SIL
]L:l _ br.UM2_ EQEX INIECT $
Q Gt.U;q3eEOEXINoGEOM2/SLT,C.PTTIV_N,I_,..c.._,V •29
30 SAVE NUGI_AV $
3[ PA_AM l/GI Nt AND/Vt Nt NCW;G/V t Ne NOGRAV/V _ Y t _,kUPNI:-I
32 PUKGE P.Gbt HEL Me_ O| CI'INOMGG S
31 Q EGTtEDTI_GPOTtSILtGPTTeCSTMIE$It_I:I_,PI_GI_IV_NtLUSk;It V_N_
NUS| HP I_ t Nt _ IVe N INOGENL/VI NI Gt.h_:l.
3S SAVE NUSI _ t kOGENLt GENEL $ °_
:36 PAR,AM /Iq. tNtANOIVtNtNOELMI/V_Iq,NOGE_LtV_I_r_J$|t4V S '._
,_l PU&Gt_ I_bGXt_PSTINOSIMPIUC, PSTIGENEL S
¢5 CUNO LdL_NPS_P $ _
c_
I_6 PAKAM /IGo,io AOOIVe No NOKGGXIC one _lCth_ 0 $
• 7 (_ rST_GSTU_MPT_CITtGE(_q2_IKELI*t_U|I.T_M_.MtH_;t.Tt_IVtIItN_GGXI Ve
I_tN_I,_#,GICtNo/CoNtlCtNolCoYoCOUP,4AbbIUoYtL_'o_.tUtY_uP_t_U/CuY_
CP_IUA_JI. ICtYICPOU_)Z/CoYoCPTRIA),/_,tYtvF|k_A21 f.i V e r.i)| ui_-/c t v i .,
CP_J_LT/C_VtCPTRPLTICeY_CPTRnbb & -_ _











RIGID FORMAl uMAP LISTING
SCKIES N **_ BAS|C STATIC SUBSIKUCTURE ANALVbI$ *_*
RIGIQ FUkMAT Ib - SUBSET TWO, SIX_ SEVEN_ c_bNT_ ,_INL
_ASIkAN SOURCE PROGRAM _O_PIL_TION
DM_P-UMAP INSTk_CTInN
NUo
137 SAVe EPSX $
[_9 CUND LUL9tIRES $
1.0 HAIGP_ GPL, USET_SIL IRUL VlIC tNiL $
@
161 MAIGPk GPLt USETt SILt QUOVIIC iNtO $
1_2 LABEL LBL9 $
, 156 _ USETtPGtULVtUOOVtYSIGOtGN_PSI_FSt_SSIwRI_VIPGGI_GIV_NINSKIPI
CINt_TATICS $
158 CUr40 LBLBtREPEAT $
I 159 KEPT L_LlltlO0 $
#
lbO JUMP _RRUR1 $
161 PA_AM IZCtNtNOT/VtNwTEST/VtN_REPEAT
I' _62 _¢_ EKRd_¢tTEST $




17_ PARAM IIC_NtMPYIV_NtCAR_NU/CtNtOICtN_U $
175 OFP UUGVL_OPG_tOQGItOEFI_O_SIt/IV_,Wm_Aku,_U $ ."
176 SAVE C_RONO $
185 JUMP FINIS S
_B6 LA,'EL EkRUR_ $
_87 PRTPAR_ ItGtNt-ZICtNtSTAT|CS $
_88 LA_EL EhRU_2 $
189 PkTPARM I/CtNt-21CtN_STAT|CS $
190 LA_EL ERROR3 $
_gL PRIPAKM t/G_Nt-31C_N_STATICS $ --




RlulO FC)_MAT GMAP LISTING
SLKIE_ N _'*q'd/_$1C STATIC SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS 4,_,*
• _lblO FUKMwT Ib - SUBSET TWOt SlJ_t SEVEN, t.lufil, ,wINE
NA$ I R aN S OURC E PR CGR AN LUMP | LA I I ON
DMAP-DMAP lr.$TF(UCTIC)N
NJ.
l_i PRTPARM I/CtN,-51CtN,STATICS $
•' 1_6 LABEL FINIS $
_' 197 END $
7























RIGID FORMATDMAPLISTING FORS_L 16,(3,6,7,8,9) i
STATIC SUBSTRUCTUREANALYSIS PHASE III
Subset 3 of Rigid Format 16 reduces the rigid format to a DMAP sequence
which solves Phase Ill of static substructure analysis. _ , new module of
interest is UDBR, the User File Data Block Recovery, DMAP No. !52. The com-
pilation listing of this DMAP sequence constitutes the remainder of this
'_ Appendix. Subsets 6,7,8 and 9 remove non-essential capabilities for the




i , 6 Checkpoint
7 Structure Plotter
i 8 Grid Point Weight Generator_ 9 Property optimization








I R|GIO FORMAT _;4AP L_STING
SE_|kS N ,era bASIC STAT|C SUBSTRUCTURE ANA_¥_ _e
kJb|O FORMAT 1o - SU_SET THREEt Slxv SEVENt clGHT_ NINE




5T LABEL JMPMGG $
"!
'- 62 LABEL LBL1
63 E_UIV _UGXtKGG/NOGENL $
T
i ,_5 COND LBLlIAt NOGENL $
66 _ GbltKGGX/KGG/VtN.LUSET/VtN.NO_NL/Ve_.NO$1MP $
| 68 LABEL LbLlIA $
t
T_ PARAM //C,NtMPY/VtNtNSKZP/CohtO/CtN,O
i TT _ CASECCtGEOM_tEQEXIN, SILtGPDT/_Bt_$_USC|e_E|/VtNtLUSET/ V_N_( MPCFII Vt Nt MPCFZIVt N_ S INGLE/V _o _,H_TI Vo Nt _E_CTI V_h_NSk_P/V_ No
K_PEATIVo*4tNOSE'_/VtNINOL/VINtI_UA/LI Yt 3U_;U $
'_ ?_ SAVE MPGFI_MPCFZoSINGLEtOMIT_REACT,NS_|P.kEP_A_tNUSET.NUL_NUA $
BO PARAR /ICtNtANDIVtN_NQSRIVtN_SINGLEIVtk_RE_CT $
81 PURGE RK_t_LRtO_oDMI_E_CTIGMIMPCFIIbU_UUt_Uu, PUtUU_V_kUOVIUM|TIPSt
_PStKSSIS_NGLEIQG/NOSR $
-, 83 GONU LbL4tGENEL $
bPL_GPSTtUSEToS|LIOGPST/V_N_NUGP_T $
85 _AVE hUGPST $
B6 GUNO LBLBtNOGPST $
6? OFP OGPSTtttt_IIVtNtCARDNC $
BB LABEL L_L¢ S
B9 EUU|V RGGo_NN/MPCF1 $
_" 9[ _OND LBLZ.MPCF? S
92 _ U&ETo_GIGM $
J'L'_ 9_ _ USETtGM_KGG'tolKk_oe_ S
96 LAGEL LdLZ $







RIGID FORMATDMAPLISTINGFOR S_L 17,(2,6,7,8)
NORMALMODES UBSTRUCTURE_,_-_T_ PHASEII
I hl_L I JLJ
Subset2 of RigidFormat17 reducesthe rigid formatto a DMAPsequence
which solvesPhase II of normalmodessubstructureanalysis. The new modules
_ of interestare ssr_,the SubstructureMatrixAssembler,DMAP No. 5, and SSVE,
_ the SubstructureVectorExtractor,DMAP No. 127. The compilationlistingof
I this DMAPsequenceconstitutesthe remainderof thisAppendix. Subsets6, 7
and 8 removenon-essentialcapabilitiesfor the purposesof thispresentation















RI_IO FORMAT _MAP I.ISTtNG
SERIES N _ bASIC NOOmAL MODES SUBSTRUCTU_L _rd_LVSLa _
R4G|U FOrMAl 17 - SUgSEI TWOt SIXt SEV_N_ L_.I
NAS " k AN SOURCE P R OG RAM _ UM P i L A T | uN
" DMAP-OMAP |hSTKUCTIDN
1 flEGI_ r.U°17 B_SIC NORM&L MODE_ SUBSIRu_IU_E ANALYSIS - SERIES N $
L
2 FILE LLL-T_PF s
!




! 6 SAVE LUSET $
i T CH_PNI KGGVStMGGPS_PSOATA $
&
9 _ _EUMXtGEOM2t/GPLtEQEXINtGPUT_STMt_GeUTtSIL/VtNtLU_ET/ VtN|
i NUGPOT $10 SAVE LUG_T S




31 SAVE NOGENttNOSIMPtGENEL $
.Z PARAM I/Ct_t^ODIVtNtNOELTS/VtN_PHAScZ/VtNtNUSIMP $
33 GOND ERRURI_NOELTS $
3_ PUR_E _GGX_G_T_NG_IN_IMPIC_PST/GENLL $
36 G_NU LBLItNCSIMP S
31 PARAM IIG_NtADDIVtNtNOKGGXICtN_I/CtNtO
_8 PARAM I/CtNti_OlVtNtNOVGGICthtl/ClNtU $




'" " _ 40 SAVE NU&GGXtNOMGG $
/' _2 GUND JRPNuG_N_KGGX S







I_ kI_lO rOkMAT _MAP LISTING
_ ScR|_S N _ cA$IC NOrmAL MOUES sUeSTRUCTUK_ A_AL_Ib o_
_ KIGI_ FU_MA] 17 - SU_SET TWOt SlXt SEVENt _J_.T
t
NA$ T R AN S hUE C E P R OG R AM _ UMP E L'A T i ON
UHAP-_MAP |KST_UCT/_'_
; NO.
_b LA_EL JMP_uG $
46 CON_ ERROgl,'iO_GG $
)_ 4T Q _PEGf,MCIr;t_ELM)_GGw/CpN_-I/_,Yt_TM_$$.I.O $
i 52 LASEL L_LI $
i 53 EQUIV KuGAtKGG/hOGENL $
_6 ChKPNT K_G l
55 GUNU L_LII,NOG_NL S
56 _ _EI_&GGXIKGG/V_N_LUSETiVtNtNO_cN_JV_N_NU$1MP
58 LAbeL L_L_ $
bO ADO kGGtKGGP$1KGGT S
61 EQU|V KGGTtKGG/_HASE2 S
64 EQUIV M_GT,MGGIPHASE2 $
65 GHKPNT _@G S




og SAVE MPGF_,MPCF2tSINGLEtOM|TtREAGT,_4_PtKEPb_Tt_OSLT,I_W)LtNOA $
?O GUND ERkUE3tNOL S
71 PURGE _RRtKL¢,OMt_LPt_RIREAGTIGHIMPGF_t_UIU_III_F$1_IN_LEI_GINuSE: $ _"
,_ T9 EQOIV RGG,KNNIMPCFII_GGtNNNINPGF; $
,._ 81 CONU LSL2_NPCF2 S
,- , _2 US_ItRGtGq $
"_ 6_ _ _SEToGMoK_GtNGGoolKNN,MNNt, $
r •
:" " 86 LABEL LSL2 S







UFTABLE USAGE W'_THRIGID FORMATS 16 AND 17
Subset 0 requires a dummy form of the direct input table UFTABLE as
shown:
DTI UFTABLE 1 DI
;!
t
Subsets I and 3 do not need or use UFTABLE.
i Subset 2 requires UFTABLE for information about the Phase I user Files,
identificationof identical substructures, and, if desired, a user definedlabel for the coupling phase output user file. The content of the table will
vary depending on where the Phase I materials were generated (e.g., Rigid
Forn_t 16 subset I or Rigid Format 1 with alters). The minimum data require-
meritsare i11ustrated in exanq)lea. below with exawle b. showing the form
for identifying items generated by rigid fo1_ats other than the coupling
I phase ,'igidfor_t.
EXAMPLE a. (four substructures, N=4)
Card 1 Z 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10
EXAMPLEb, (five substructures, N-S)
Card 1 2 3 4 S G 7 8 9 10
DT_ lUFTAeLEI 0 I S I _7- [ | l _ |+_0
OT_U t _ t ,, ..t ,,
3a _UFTABLE-F---2 I 13 ] _INP4 |PLT4 jlO4823 _ES +AO;S.
31) +A02 A A5_,38 L K KLLI3 H MI."_ ENDREC*A03
4 DTI UFTABLE 3 _ 2__33____1_.... ENDREC+At)4
S DTI UFTABLE 4 _]6 19 .... ENOREC'L;05 __
6a Oil UFTABLE 5 . 237 _ INP3 ._ +AO6 _.
6b +_6 A 3 K 1 H 2 .. ENDREC+A07





I. Card l definesthe trailerfor UFTABLE. Field4 specifiesthat the
tablehas N substructures.SSMAwill use the informationin field 5 Ito recognize that the tables were prepared for use with Rigid Format
16 and 17 for examplesa and b respectively.
' 2. Cardsstartingwith card2 definerecordsl thru N of UFTABLE,where }
. _ N is the numberof substructures.Field4 gives the substructure
i identificationumberfor use with the Phase II SAMEbulk data cards
i and the Phase Ill data recoverymoduleUDBR. Field6 give_ the GIN_)
file name for the User File containing the data for each substructure.
; Field7 containsthe UserFileLabel for SSMAverification.Field8
contains an optional tape reel identification number.
3. Optionaldata (shownin exampleb on card 3) is inputwheneverthe
data blocks required are not in the expected order on the User File
as defined by the convention established for the Rigid Format being
utilized. In the example,the ASET datablock has the nameASI3B,
the stiffnessmatrixhas the nameKLLI3 and the mass ,_atrixhas the _.
_, nameM134F. !
I
4. In examplea, card6 definesthe User FileLabeland GIN_ file name I
to be usedby SSVEwhenwritingthe Phase II outputonto a User File. j
In example b, since five substructures are present and no card 7 is "



















As an illustrationof the automationthatis introducedas a resultof
i thisnew capability,the exampleused in the NASTRANUser'sManual(reference
i 2, p. l.lO-2(6/I/72))will be presentedhere. The sketchbelow shows the
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|. i I I I' ! J I I I r'_
t L _!_ _I k _l_ _I_ _, ,
• ,- ® -,- ® -, -®-,- ® -,- ® -'
P
(_ Grid point numbers _,
[] Elementnumbers
_,, (E) = 6.096m 1240in)
E =207GPa ()Ox 106psi)
i = 2.08 x 1_ 4 m4 (500 in4)







_ The data deck is used for Phase I of I:
following substructure
i ID PHASE_NE $
TIME 2CHKPNT YES
, _ APP DISP
S_L 16,1
CEND
TITLE = PHASE_NE - SUBSTRUCTURE1 - RIGID F_RMAT16
SPC : I01
BEGIN BULK
_ ASET 3 126
CBAR 1 I0 1 2 1.0 1
CBAR 2 I0 2 3 1,0 1
GRID 1 345
GRID 2 240. 345




PBAR I0 II 60. 500.
















; r TITLE = PHASE_NE - SUBSTRUCTURE2 - RIGID F_RMAT16




" CBAR 3 I0 3 4 1.0 1
CBAR 4 I0 4 5 1.0 1
CBAR 5 I0 5 6 1.0 1
F_)RCE 202 3 I000. -I .0
F_)RCE 202 4 I000. -I .0
GRID 3 480. 345
GRID 4 720. 345
GRID 5 960. 345
GRID 6 1200. 345
MATI Il 30.+6
PARAM SUBID 20
_' PARAM USRTPIDI BEAMS2
- PBAR I0 11 60. 500.




"_: The following data deck is used for Phase II.




i TITLE = PHASETW_- RIGID F_RMAT16
- BEGINBULK
DTI UFTABLE0 2 16
DTI UFTABLE1 I0 INP3 BEAMS1 ENDREC
DTI UFTABLE2 20 INP7 BEAMS2 ENDREC
DTI UFTABLE3 0 INPT BEAMPH2 ENDREC
PARAM GENSAME1
ENDDATA




APP DISP _L ..
S_L 16,3
READCARDS FROM3 $ RESTARTDICTIONARYFROMUNiT 3 ._,i_
CEND .,_i_
I I%,

















READCARDSFROM92 $ RESTARTDICTIBNARYFROMUNIT 92
CEND
TITLE : PHASETHREE- SUBSTRUCTURE2 - RIGID F_RMAT16
DISP = ALL
ELF_RCE: ALL











_. MacNeal, R. H. (Editor): The i_A.;TRANTheoretical Mar.ual (Level 15).
_." NASA SP-221(OI),April 1972.
:. McCormick, C. W. (Editor): The NAST_N User's Manual (Level 15).NASA SP-222(01),June 1972.




_. Grooms,H. R. and Yahata,S.: Space _huttle- The Need for Sub-




, _. Hansen,S. D. and Hansteen,H. B.: Data ManagementRequirementsfor
i LargeProblems. NASTRAN: Users'Experiences.NASATM X-2378,September1971,pp. 533-550.(
-_. . Guyan,R. J.: "Reductionof Stiffnessand Mass Matrices". AIAA










i_ _ Only one (I) levelof substructuresis allowed.
e The Numberof substructuresmay not exceedtwenty,i20).
e Coordinatesystemsof pointsto be coupledare parallel.
This is not verifiedby program.
t
• Degreesof freedomat two pointsto be coupledare the
sanm. Exceptionscan be handledvia multipointcon-
straintsin Phase II.
• The sequence(interr_al)of pointsalongthe boundary
betweenany two substructuresis the same.
e All subcasesmustbe definedin the CaseControlDecks
for all runs.
• Staticloadsappliedgeometricallymust be definedin
Phase I. Loadsmay be appliedto the pseudo3tructure
degreesof freedomin Phase II in the usualway.
e Outputobtainedin Phase II must be requestedusing
pseudostructuredegreeof freedomidentifiers.
e Only a singleboundaryconditionis considered;



































The pseudomodelmap shownbeloww_-_generatedby modulePVECfor the structure !
shown in figure l. i
Internal SubstructureIdentificationNumber








24 4006-3 6026-3 9014-3
27 4007-3 6027-3
30 4008-3 6028-3













1. For clarity, only the "3" degree of freedom is shown.
2. Single-polntconstraintshave been appliedto point l in _!























i, I' Structural Data for Substructule)t I




I. Solution subset l is used for Phase I ru,'J.
2. User-specifiedsubstructure identification number.
J. User-specifiedUser File identification code.
FIGURE 5 --












(2) IDTIdefinitionof User FileDataI
(3a) PARAM GENSAME -l
(4) PARAM PRT_PT 1






I. Solutionsubset2 is usedfor Phase II runs.
2. User-specifiedata providing
a. Numberof substructures
b. Identificationumbersfor both real and
identicalsubstructures i
c. User File DataLocationInformation_nd
Identification Codes
3a and b. CouplingInformation
(a) GENSAME=+Imeans couplingdata automatically
generated
GENSAME=-Imeans couplingdata suppliedby user














• APP DISP I:
, (_) S_L 16,3 $ BASICSTATICSUBSTRUCTUREANALYSIS !









J I. Solutionsubset3 is used for Phase Ill runs.
2. The Problem Tape Dictionary is recovered from Unit 3.
3. User-specifiedUser File IdentificationCode from
Phase I I.
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Input Data Card SAME Joining Data
Description: Defines grid or scalar points which are to be coupled in a _,
substructure analysis.
!
; Format and Examp!e: I
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO i
_"L..I.LS.I'; I-s 1"o'1 '__ _ __J,._-_.__]:_ _ :3__179 -T-/ 2_6 6- t _ I
, o lslo I I 1" 1+8c1-7-1 42 ......... i i
. I i
', A1ternate Form etc.
ISAMEL lO i l THRU. '60 " 20' lOl , THRU 160' IABc I
i ....... I:i ]l+_cI _ I_ I",._o"o_ e".I I
i l 30 I 526 THRU --_85 r r i ..
' i ,_. I . ." .
_ ' etc. I
!
Field Contents
S Substructure identification number (Integer > O)
G, Gl, G2 Grid or Scalar point identification number (Integer > O;
Gl < G2)
Remarks:
l. Up to four grid or scalar points (in four different substructures)
may be coupled by a single card. As many continuation cards as
required may be used.
2. No degrees of freedom of coupled points may be members of the o-set.
_,.'_ 3, The substructure identification numbers should be written in _-_
•, ascending order.
v,'" 4. If two SAME cards are to be joined, the highest numbered sub-
• _"_ ' structure entry on the first one should be repeated on the second _
,',,, • one.
_,_,- - | 5. If the alternate form is used, all of the grid and scalar points Gl
_:_:i," l thru G2 are assumed. Each Gl TH-]TUG2 sequence must define the same
....._. : _ number of points.
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